Abstract. Torsion system is a typical pulse impulse measuring method. Currently used analysis model is the impulse moment interaction model. According to the response characteristic analysis of torsion system under pulsed impulse action, using analytical methods, this thesis proposes error analysis methods for impulse momentary action model and also proposes the main factors of model error is damping ratio of torsion system, the ratio of pulse time as well as system impulse period. The proposed model error analysis methods facilitate pulse impulse error analysis, which provides analysis and design methods for impulse pulse measurement and error analysis in engineering.
Introduction
In engineering, the thrust is considered as impulse force when action time is short, then we measure impulse that thrust generated. For example, when action time is less than 1/4 of torsion vibration period, changes of thrust over time is difficult to identify due to the limited number of sampling points of system response. Then effects of thrust perform as impulse effect and thrust measurement is converted into impulse measurement [1, 2] . The current used model is momentary impulse action model, but the actual thrust always has action time, so there is a certain discrepancy between impulse measurement results and the actual situation, and it is needed to determine methods of analyzing model errors and the process of how model errors act so as to increase impulse measurement accuracy [3, 4] .
Momentary impulse role model
Under moment impulse action, the torsion system response is shown below. 
If the j-th impulse measurement is j S , the sample mean and sample standard deviation of the impulse is shown in Eq. 3. IC3ME 2015) where,n is the number of measurements, and it can be used to estimate the confidence interval.In the above, the thrust time is negligible and the system response is the effect of the momentary impulse, so impulse measurement and calculation methods are called impulse momentary action models [5] .
Error analysis methods of momentary impulse action model
Momentary impulse action model is an ideal model that regards the action time as infinitesimal (negligible), while the actual thrust always has action time. The below will research on errors of the momentary impulse action model. Set the thrust as 00 ()(0) ftftT =≤≤ , the action time of thrust as 0 T , the arm as f L , the moment as
, then the torsion system response is shown as below. The actual acted impulse is S . According to momentary impulse action model, the estimated impulse is S ′ , and then the relative error of measuring impulse is given as below. L respectively corresponds to the first maximum value, the first minimum value, the second maximum value and the second minimum value, etc. , so is the after. The action time of is expressed as multiple of system cycles
, then the calculation formula of model errors is given as below. 
Obviously, the main error factors of momentary impulse action model is damping ratio and cycle multiples T k , and independent of other factors.
Analysis and discussion Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 shows relative errors of momentary impulse action model changes with variation of torsion damping ratio and cycle multiples. 
Summary
Based on theoretically modeling, the thesis analyzes and discusses the model errors of momentary impulse action model, which is commonly used in engineering. Specific conclusions are as follows:
(1) The measuring principle of momentary impulse action model is based on that the thrust action time is ignored, in specific, less than 1/4 of the pendulum cycle, and the smaller the action time is, and the more accurate are measurements.
(2) The actual thrust always has a certain action time, which deviates from momentary impulse action model, and such deviation is exactly the momentary impulse action model errors. The smaller is the ratio of thrust action time and system cycle, the smaller are the model errors.
(3) Main applications of impulse measurement are: 1) concerning only impulse value, ignoring impulse variation over time, for example, controlling impulse according to the impulse bits; 2) hard to identify impulse variation over time due to too small ratio of thrust action time and system cycle.
